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The Principles Of Color Selection By Bob Whittier, EAA 1235 P. O. Box 543, South Duxbury, Mass.



PRIMARY COLORS



Red, Yellow, Blue SECONDARY COLORS



Orange, • Green, Purple



E



VEN BEFORE the last line is drawn on the plans, we are inclined to daydream about the color scheme we will give our new airplane design. If all the flashy paint jobs that have been dreamed up had been transformed into reality, the dope companies' stock would be up there with General Motors and Consolidated Edison! In spite of all this thought, rather few airplane color schemes seem to be based on the rules of color selection so familiar to art students. The colors we see on production planes are usually chosen with professional advice, and when we copy these schemes, we get acceptable looking results. When we re-cover older production planes, or build amateur aircraft, the temptation is strong to depart from convention and try something really "different."



Sometimes these "different" color schemes chance to follow the rules, and we are delighted with the refinished airplane's appearance. But if we blunder and choose colors which don't go together, the results can be nauseating.



Or else, they just fall flat. Although volumes have been written on the subject, it is possible to give a useful insight on color selection in a few words. Nearby is printed what is called a "color circle." There are three primary colors, red, yellow and blue. The secondary colors, orange, green and purple, are made by mixing equal proportions of the primary colors. Red and yellow mixed make orange, for example. The mixed colors in turn are blended with greater and lesser proportions of the primary colors. The fundamental principle is that colors opposite to one another on the color circle go well together, and those at right angles to one another will clash. Orange and blue, for example, look very well. Not many modern airplanes use this color scheme, but those of us who remember seeing examples many years ago can recall the pleasing appearance. Black is close to blue in the spectral range, and it is fairly common to see black and orange airplanes. But by contrast, an airplane colored green and purple, or one colored orange and yellow-green, would be revolting. Most of us realize this instinctively, but still it is useful to know that there is a scientific principle which explains why colors harmonize and clash. The colors on opposite sides of the color wheel, such as yellow and purple, are called "complimentary colors." Not shown are black and white, the technical reason being that black is a combination of all colors and white is a total lack of any color. Of course, these are complimentary colors, too, and black and white airplanes have an agreeable appearance for this reason. You will almost always be safe when using complimentary colors. On this color wheel, draw a "Y" between yellow, blue and red. This shows what is called "triadic colors." Any three triadic colors will usually go well together. For one example, an airplane with blue fuselage, yellow wings and red pin-striping around the numbers and decorative darts or bands will have a most agreeable appearance. If you break one leg off the "Y" and choose a color scheme such as red fuselage and yellow wings, or blue fuselage and 12
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yellow wings, you'll be on fairly safe ground because these colors are far enough apart to be close to being complimentary. A plane with orange wings and greenblue fuselage would be very unusual, but nevertheless would have an agreeable appearance because the colors would be close to being complimentary. Yet, a blue and yellow plane looks a lot different from a red and yellow one. The reason here is that both red and yellow are "warm" colors, while blue is a "cool" color. Put two warm colors together and the effect is a scheme which is "busy," which suggests heat and action. Consider a package containing cocoa. If it has a yellow background and the word "HOT" is printed on it in red, you can almost feel the piping hot brew. But package the same product in a green box with the word "HOT" in blue, and the effect of these cool colors is to make you think of a cold, stale cup of cocoa. Green is cool, yellow is warm. On the color circle, yellow fights against greenblue (a medium dark shade of green). Here we have noncomplimentary colors further aggravated by temperature



difference. Cream is much cooler than yellow, so a "cool" cream and green plane will please us more than a "hot and cold" yellow and green one. Before continuing, we must also point out that colors close to one another on the color wheel usually go well together. Take any three together, such as orange-yellow, yellow and yellow-green. These are called "analogous colors." Orange and yellow will go rather well together, and the familiar Aeronca "Champion" color scheme is based on this rule. Or, yellow and yellow-green (light green) will also go together though the result is very "cool," compared to the warmth of the orange-yellow combination. Some analogous colors, such as green-blue (about the shade of grass) and blue, do not impress us too well, nor do red and orange. Here it is a matter of a skilled artist using values of these colors deftly. For example, two analogous colors might be chosen for inks to be used on paper tinted the third analogous color. On airplanes it can be tricky. Colors have gender, too. Some suggest feminine qualities, others suggest masculine qualities. Consider a box containing toilet goods. A light green box with a violet decorative band and white label face is feminine. A gray box with a brown decorative band and contrasting yellow label face is definitely masculine. A woman would prob-



ably choose to ride in an airplane painted pastel green and white instead of one with a black fuselage and red wings. The purpose of a package . . . or of an airplane . . . can also be suggested by the colors used. You would be more attracted to peppermint wafers in a package colored light green and white than to the same product in a package colored dark green and white. But, of course, when



shopping for hand soap, you would feel that the stuff inside a light green and white wrapper might be too dainty for the job, and would choose the soap in a dark green and white wrapper. Colors can influence the apparent size of an object. Consider a red cardboard box with a cellophane window, through which we can see some dark red meat. The impact is of something "heavy" because there is so much of one color. Putting a white border around the window's edge separates the two reds and makes the whole package look lighter, and its contents more appetizing. A very large airplane painted all red or all yellow would be overwhelming in the extreme. Painting black stripes and numbers on it softens the impact of the vast expanse of red or yellow, and matters are improved even more by using a cream or blue stripe. This, basically, is why large airliners have fancy color schemes utilizing three or more colors. It makes such big planes look lighter and more buoyant. But, and this is an important point, when an airlinestyle color scheme is put onto a very small airplane, the effect is to fragmentize this already small object. Instead of appearing solid and integrated, it can seem to be jumpy and disorganized. Painting a small airplane all one color can pull it together, make it seem like a planned, integrated whole, and make it look larger. Airplane factories turning out executive aircraft wish to wean business men away from airlines. To make the change from airliner to smaller plane less abrupt, they imitate airliners' flamboyant color schemes. At the same time, any four-place plane is larger than a Cadillac, so cutting the plane up with lots of colors makes it seem smaller and more car-sized. This in turn leads to another principle of color use. The eye's mechanism reacts differently as it focuses on various colors. There is an actual change in the shape of lens as it goes from red to blue, for instance. Visualize a blue flag with a large red circle on it. The red domi-



nates the blue and seems to jump out at you. In contrast, visualize a red flag with a blue circle on it. The blue tends to withdraw into the red. Thus, the manner in which two colors are used can produce either an "aggressive" or a "submissive" effect. A blue stripe is lost on a red fuselage, but a red stripe jumps out at you on a blue fuselage, thus effectively breaking up the large expanse of blue. In a somewhat similar manner, we can make a saw horse with yellow and black diagonal stripes to block off a bad runway. If the black and red stripes are both 3 in. wide, the contrast is very strong. It demands attention, and warns our eye to look at the barricade. However, if 1 in. black stripes are painted every 4 or 5 in. on a yellow background, the yellow will predominate. It will not



catch our attention as rudely, but once we notice it, it will compel close scrutiny. We are irritated by a necktie with bold black and yellow stripes, but a tie of a subdued yellow color trimmed with black pin-stripes invites our attention to a carefully chosen necktie, shirt and coat combination. In approximately the same fashion, one wide black stripe on a yellow fuselage dominates it, whereas three slim, parallel stripes set it off and highlight its fine shape. In other words, use bold stripes to disguise rough shapes, and use slim ones to divert attention to fine shapes.



We usually become confused by color terms. You get "shades" whsn you add black to a pure color; navy blue is a dark shade of blue, maroon is a dark shade of red, etc. ''Tones" result from combining pure colors with gray; a two-tone color scheme can be made by using bold yellow for the fuselage and toning it down for the wings by adding gray. When pure colors are diluted with white, the results are "tints." Pink is a tint of red, cream is a tint of yellow, etc. You add black to shade, gray to tone and white to tint. Remembering that, you can blend colors without producing gruesome results. Curved lines are popular in today's color schemes. Stay away from curves of uniform radii, for they are "monotonous" to the eye. Draw a rectangular wing with a semi-circular tip, and another with a semi-elliptical tip. Somehow the first one does not look so well, and you cannot quite fathom the reason until you realize its uniform curvature is irritating your eye through its monotony. Use sweeping curves of non-constant radius in all outlines, borders, color splashes, etc. A



WHAT ARE THEY? SET NO. 6 PHOTOS



ANSWERS TO AUGUST SET NO. 5 PHOTOS The mystery aircraft featured in the August issue



were: 1. Wallace Touroplane, 100 hp Kinner; 2. Star



Cavalier, 65 hp Velie.
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